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OKI’s MC883 A3 colour

P

multifunction printer
owered by OKI’s pioneering digital LED

Healthcare

produces super sharp, text and

smoothly while protecting patient

technology, the easy-to-use MC883

exceptional High-Definition Colour images in
ultra-high quality 1200 x 1200 dpi resolution
on a range of media sizes, from A6 to 1.3m
banners and weights of up to 256gsm.
With an ergonomic design, the MC883

includes built-in stapling for up to 20 sheets,

two output trays, a maximum paper capacity
of over 2,000 sheets and print speeds of

35ppm. The new smart MFP also features
comprehensive scan and document

management functionality and a fully
customisable 7” colour touchscreen.

Helping healthcare organisations run
confidentiality, the MC883, ensures the

availability and confidentiality of information
at all times. The robust security of the

MC883 safeguards patient data throughout

the document workflow and the high colour

print resolution ensures clarity for patients,
admin staff and healthcare professionals.
The smart MFP’s 7" colour touchscreen

creates and records custom Job Macros

for frequent tasks and help to save time,

while advanced security features safeguard
confidential records with access secured
through PIN or ID authentication.

To help streamline document-intensive

Advanced security features guarantee patient

OKI’s flexible smart Extendable Platform (sXP)

digitising and filing, speeds up the reporting

business processes and improve productivity,
enables seamless integration between the

MC883 and third-party solutions, including
PaperCut MF and Drivve Image, as well as
OKI exclusive software SENDYS Explorer.

Construction

safety and security, while smart document

process and increases the accuracy of patient
records. Hospitals and clinics can quickly

scan, file and share documents in real-time,
making them accessible anywhere, at any

time for those with the right authorisation.

The MC883 is fully equipped to support

Professional Services Businesses

to print and scan documents and plans to

document workflows, with advanced

construction businesses where the ability

a professional quality at any time is key to

keeping projects on track and customers

satisfied.

Easy user maintenance eliminates the need

Bringing flexibility and traceability to

authentication for the professional services
sector, users can rely on fast, accurate and
secure document management in order to
meet client needs.

for engineer callouts, ensuring documents

As well as handling sensitive documents such

all times, including site badges, contractor

and invoices and ensuring they are kept

can be scanned, stored, copied or printed at

information, delivery orders, and health and
safety certificates.

The MC883 also can fit into busy

environments including construction sites

where office space can be limited and can

print the fine details of drawings, plans,
blueprints, and instructions, as well as
signage on-site, without the need for

outsourcing, saving time, money and space.

as legal files, contracts, financial records

secure at all times with full traceability, to

improve productivity, efficiency and security,
the MC883 features SENDYS Explorer.

For more information

www.oki.com/eu/printing/products/colour
multifunction/mc800series/mc883/description

Built for the most
demanding business
environments, OKI’s smart
A3 colour MFP, the MC883
delivers on print colour
and copy performance,
as well as flexible,
efficient and secure
document capture,
collaboration
and management
MC883 features

Print resolution: 1200 x 1200 dpi

Print speed: A4: 35ppm colour/mono;

A3: 20ppm colour/mono

Time to first print:

9.5 seconds colour/mono

Time to first copy: 10 seconds
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